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From the Ebook Library Best Selling author of "Japan Is Very Wonderful," the "Camino de la
Luna" series and the Pearl Escapes mini-guides.I used to get extremely burnt out and couldn’t
even handle booking a hotel or flight when I did have time off. I thought “Wouldn’t it be awesome
if someone would write a guide that gave you one perfect escape; the perfect hotel, spa, flight
and restaurant.” So that’s what I did.I started writing my own guide, researching each experience
personally, travelling around the world.My new series of mini-guides, although part of a much
longer journey, are specifically designed to give you the precise information, the recipe you need
to have the adventure – without getting bogged down with too many choices or details.Although
there are several official “Magic Towns” in Baja, for me La Paz was the most magical of all, and
when I finally arrived there it took a lot for me to leave.Pearl Howie is an Ebook Library Best
Seller (and had the No. 1 New Release for her guide to Durban) in Kindle and paperback in the
US, UK, Canadian and German charts (Motivational Self-Help, Mental & Spiritual Healing,
Literary Travel, Venice Guides, African Travel, Safari Travel, Resorts & Spas for Travelers, South
East Asia Travel, Kyoto Guides, Tokyo Guides and Travel/Religious).

About the AuthorJames Patterson is the world's bestselling author. The creator of Alex Cross, he
has produced more enduring fictional heroes than any other novelist alive. He lives in Florida
with his family.Howard Roughan has cowritten several books with James Patterson and is the
author of The Promise of a Lie and The Up and Comer. He lives in Florida with his wife and son.--
This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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The Guide to La Paz, Baja, Mexico (the Cathedral Hotel, Balandra Beach, the Whale Sharks,
Swimming With Sea Lions, the Pilgrim Pearls, the Pancakes and the Bus) from Pearl Escapes
2017By Pearl HowieCopyright © Pearl Howie 2019First EditionAll rights reservedThe moral right
of the author has been assertedPublisher: Pearl EscapesAlso by the AuthorCamino de la Luna
Series (self-help/travel)(Available as full colour paperbacks and colour pdf eBooks with photos.
The first few audiobooks are out now.)Japan Is Very Wonderfulfree Feeling Real Emotions
EverydayCamino de la Luna – Take What You NeedCamino de la Luna – Unconditional
LoveCamino de la Luna – ForgivenessCamino de la Luna – CompassionCamino de la Luna –
CourageCamino de la Luna – TruthCamino de la Luna – ReconciliationOther TitlesThe Guide to
Spa Breaks and Escapes from Pearl EscapesMeditation for Angry PeopleThe Wee, The Wound
And The Worries: My Experience Of Being A Kidney DonorLove And The Perfect Wave
(romantic novel)VideoEverything To Dance ForPearl Escapes Mini-GuidesI used to get
extremely burnt out in my old job and couldn’t even handle booking a hotel, flight or finding out
what to do for a break. I thought “Wouldn’t it be awesome if someone would write a guide that
gave you one perfect escape; the perfect hotel, spa, flight and restaurant.” So that’s what I
did.My mini-guides attempt to give you the hotel, spa, restaurant and the rest, just the bullet, the
escape in a box I dreamt of when I first began Pearl Escapes:-Ignacio Springs and Guerrero
Negro, Baja, MexicoSacromonte, Granada, SpainBarcelonaZadar, CroatiaMarrakech,
MoroccoParisLittle Italy In New YorkLondon Spas and MassageBath SpaHong KongYangshuo,
ChinaShanghai, ChinaHuangshan/Yellow MountainBeijing, ChinaIcelandBrockenhurst, the New
ForestFloridaKey LargoClearwaterOrlando Convention CenterNaples, Florida, Big Cypress and
the EvergladesSwimming With Wild Manatees In Crystal River, FloridaChianciano Terme,
TuscanyLivorno, Florence, ViareggioSpas, Escapes and Breaks in England (and in Wales)The
Lake District (Ullswater)Las VegasCozumel, Cancun, MexicoVero Beach, FloridaIntroductionI
didn't fly into La Paz, for the simple reason that the US online travel guide told me to avoid it. I
flew instead to Los Cabos, further south on the Baja peninsula. Which is when I found out that in
order to get to where I was headed – the lagoons where the grey whales give birth, mate and
reportedly come up to us humans in boats, I’d have to travel north through La Paz
anyway.Although there are several "Magic Towns" in Baja, for me La Paz was the most magical
of all, and when I arrived there it took a lot for me to leave it and keep going north.\|/This guide is
a little different to my previous "escapes in a box," as I've put the details at the end rather than in
the sections as it’s also written slightly differently to those books.\|/(If you want to know what
happened next, check out my mini guide to Ignacio Springs and Guerrero Negro. If you want to
read the full story of the journey to Mexico, please read my book "Camino de la Luna – Take
What You Need," available with and without pictures, in eBook and paperback and slowly, one
part at a time, in audio book form.)The Hotel - CatedralOne hour on a bus (after I’d found the
right bus station, there’s more to it apparently than just “estacion de autobus”) north of the



crappy Cabo (sorry, Cabo san Lucas), Todos Santos has a lot of good publicity; it’s known, like
Loreto further north, as a Magic Town; well deserved, when you see the centre and pristine
Pacific beach with enormous photogenic waves. I really thought about staying there, but
something held me back…- maybe the awful film playing on the bus about a little girl with an
alcoholic father together with the empty beer cans behind the family home with a casita for rent,-
or the price of most of the hotel rooms which was more than double what they were charging in
La Paz,- or the constant playing of The Eagles music at Hotel California (which I loved for lunch
but thought I might go mad if I stayed there)- or the lovely hotelier at a posh spa hotel who took
me up to the roof for a drink but told me a suite there was $250, when it was £150 on
booking.com- or the enormous cockroach in the bathroom of the restaurant where I’d just eaten
a massive bowl of ceviche- or the guy playing hardcore rap loudly from his van next to the kid’s
playground near the bus station.So I got back on the bus and booked a room in La Paz, another
hour north.Even as we made stops on the outskirts of La Paz I felt at peace. As we closed in
more goodies came my way… the hotel was 5 minutes from the bus station, I could see how
lovely the area was and opposite was a magical English bookstore (the next day I found an
artisanal coffee shop one street away serving Chiapas coffee which they roast and grind in
store!)I knew it was home, at least for a while.Catedral Hotel, opposite the cathedral where I was
kept awake by the choir singing hymns and not people throwing up (or playing loud video
games).  Before I even saw my room I booked for two more nights.
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